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ABSTRACT
The efficiency of multi agent system design mainly relies on the quality of a conceptual
architecture of such systems. Hence, quality issues should be considered at an early stage in the
software development process. Large systems such as multi agents systems (MAS) require many
communications and interactions to fulfil their tasks, and this leads to complexity of
architecture design (AD) which have crucial influence on architecture design quality. This work
attempts to introduce approach to increase the architecture design quality of MAS by
minimizing the effect of complexity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
MAS belong to the field of Artificial Intelligence, the study addressing the approaches of
construction of complex systems using a large number of entities, which alter their behavior in
order to accommodate with a particular problem[1], [2]. An intelligent agent can be reactive and
proactive,[3] because it responses to the actions and alteration which appears in the working
environment, can tack the initiative to establish the goals and interacts with other agents[4],
[1],[5]. Most literatures refer that the complexity emerges clearly in architecture design of multi
agent systems that assigned many and different tasks[6], [7], [8].The research work introduces an
approach to increase the architecture design quality of MAS by minimizing the effect of
complexity. The solution mainly presents a set of guidelines including the influential factors on
the complexity of architecture design. These factors are extracted from several sides of AD.
Several factors and guidelines are presented to decrease the complexity in architectures of multi
agent systems. Each FG is established based on developer's previous practice or experimental
methods. The FG is extracted from concepts which related to software architecture and they are
presented as symbols used in application phase. For example, depending on FGM1 the
hierarchical decomposition approach can be applied on books recommendation system to
demonstrate the main components in visual manner to increase the understandability. The
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modularity has a major role in decreasing the complexity in software design since the interaction
among agents to accomplish their tasks can lead to system complexity. Thus, this approach
increases the architecture design quality of MAS by minimizing the effect of complexity. The
reduction of complexity from AD, eventually reinforces the reusability concept.

2. PROPOSED SOLUTION APPROACH
-

The proposed solution is to achieve the desired goals of this research work. It mainly
presents a set of guidelines including the influential factors on the complexity of
architecture design. These factors are extracted from several sides of AD which should be
taken into consideration at the early stages of developing the architecture.

-

The sides represent concepts (Abstraction, Modularity and Modeling) which be able
applying in both analyses and design phases. Figure1 illustrating the approached
conceptsin FG4Complexity approach.

Figure 2: The concepts of analyzing and design which were addressed in FG4 Complexity approach.

-

To label the proposed solution approach we suggested that "FG4Complexity". Thereby,
"F" liter means Factors, "G" liter means Guidelines, and the "number 4" means for. The
next figure shows the proposed approach mechanism.

-

The work will be applied via some models used in methodologies related to agents
systems such as HLIM[9], MASD [10].

2.1 Factors and Guidelines (FG)
In this section several factors and guidelines are presented to decrease the complexity in
architectures of multi agent systems. Each FG is established based on developer's previous
practice or experimental methods. The FG is extracted from concepts which related to software
architecture and they are presented as symbols used in application phase. For example, the FG is
related to modeling concept and represented by FGMOD symbol. The FG is related to abstraction
concept and represented by FGA symbol and the FG is also related to modularity concept and
represented by FGM symbol. Also, each FG should be numbered for example, FGA4 means the
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factor and guideline number4 in abstraction concept section, FGMOD2 means the factor and
guideline number2 in modeling concept section as illustrated in the table below.
Table1: The symbols interpretation of architecture concepts
Instances

Symbols Interpretation

FGA1….i where I is Integer

Factors and Guideline of

number

Abstraction

FGM1….i where I is Integer

Factors and Guideline of

number

Modularity

FGMOD1….i where I is

Factors and Guideline of

Integer number

Modeling

symbols

Architecture Concept

FGA

Abstraction

FGM

Modularity

FGMOD

Modeling

Factors and Guidelines for Abstraction (FGA)
FGA1. Developers should use Simplifying Abstraction type if they want to decrease the dynamic
complexity type. [11]
FGA2. Choosing the appropriate level of abstraction.[12]
FGA3. Avoid to adopting the concept of (gold plating).[13]

Factors and Guidelines for Modularity (FGM)
FGM1. Using Hierarchical Decomposition Approach (HDA) which considers a major method of
handling complexity in conventional software analysis and design. [6], [14], [15]
FGM2. It is useful to establish the software modularity based on roles or measurements such as
Cohesion Communication Measurment (CCM). [16]

Factors and Guidelines for Modeling (FGMOD)
FGMOD1. Using Use Case Maps (UCM) to clarify the most relevant, interesting, and critical
tasks of MAS system. [17]
FGMOD2. Using simple notations is very important to enhance understandability and decrease
complexities in AD such as arrows, components, domains…etc. [18]
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3. CASE STUDY APPLICATION STEPS AND DISPLAY THE RESULTS
The case study is a "books recommendations system" based on MAS to help users select books.
The system can switch to three recommendation approaches Content-based filtering approach
(CBF) [19], [20] Collaborative Filtering approach (CF) [21], [22] and knowledge based approach
(KBA).[23], [24] The agents within the system can exchange the messages among each other via
one of agent communication languages. In this case study, the messages exchanged will be via
Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML).The work will be applied via some
models used in methodologies related to agents systems such as HLIM[9], MASD [10].

3.1 Agents and Their Tasks
A brief summary of agents and their tasks in the next table:
Table 2: The agents and their tasks
Agents

Profiling agent

NDA

Roles (Tasks)
• Gathering the user's preferences, gathering the relevance feedback, and building
and updating the active user profile
Gathering the user current needs
• Producing the recommendations, removing the books that are not currently

Filtering agent

offered from the recommendation list, and transferring the recommendation to the
GUI

Retrieval agent

Translation agent

• Retrieving the books that are currently offered from the books database and
storing the available books in the recommender system database
• Producing books translation service for users
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3.2 Conceptual Overview of Books Recommendations System Architecture Design

3.3 The FG4 Complexity Approach Application Strategy
As we have earlier pointed out that all the previous FG will be within 4 steps to correspond to the
current case study as the next figure shows:

Figure 3: Illustrating of the applied steps on AD
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Step1. Initially, this step is based on applying UCM represented in FGMOD1 of FG4Complexity
approach which used in between analysis and design phases. These maps give high view of
system specifically the responsibilities (Tasks) and interactions in a simple way, reinforce system
understanding and overcome some situations of complexity such as intercommunication among
agents. The following figure illustrate example to use the use case maps in analysing agents,
tasks, scenarios and the most significant interactions among agents in books recommendations
system. [25], [26]

Figure 4: The UCM of translating book mechanism.

Step 2. If the system requirement specifications (SRS) [27] of a system do not have a translation
function; then, this function is considered as Gold Plating concept; therefore, we should apply the
FGA3 which avoid the part of gold plating represented in translation agent (TA) and all
components connected from AD as illustrated in the figure below.
Depending on FGM1 the hierarchical decomposition approach (HDA) could be applied on books
recommendation system to demonstrate the main components in visual manner to increase the
understandability. Next table shows the main components and their connected components in
books recommendations system.
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Figure 5: Omitting the part representing the gold plating
Table 3: The main components and their connected components in books recommendations
Connected
component(1)

Connected
component(2)

Connected
component(3)

Retrieval Agent

Book Data Base

Filtering Agent

Book Resource

Filtering Agent

Knowledge Base

GUI

Retrieval Agent

Profiling Agent

GUI

-

-

Need determination Agent

GUI

-

-

Book Data Base

Retrieval Agent

-

-

Book Resource

Retrieval Agent

-

-

Knowledge Base

Filtering Agent

-

-

GUI

Profiling Agent

NDA

Filtering Agent

Main Components
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Next figure demonstrates the majeure components in case study by applying HDA.

Figure 6: Conceptual system after applying HAD

Step 3. As we have pointed out, the modularity has a major role in decreasing the complexity in
software design since the interaction among agents to accomplish their tasks can lead to system
complexity. This step totally relies on cohesion measurement principle which uses the
Communication Cohesion Measurement (CCM). This measurement works as a testing tool. This
enables us to discover which agent needs more decompositions. In this research work, we have
four agents described in the case study: filtering agent, profiling agent, need determination agent,
and retrieval agent in respect that the translation agent has been omitted in the last step. The
formulation of communication cohesive measurement is .The next illustration shows how.
Based on the architecture design of book recommendation system, the filtering agent has 4
internal relationships and 2 external relationships, profiling agent has just one internal
relationship and 4 external relationships, need determination agent has one internal relationship
and 2 external relationships and retrieval agent has 4 internal relationships and 3 external
relationships as shown in the following:

Table 4: The calculating by using CCM technique
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So, the results are:CCM (FA)<0.91, CCM(NDA) <0.91, CCM(RA) <0.91, and CCM(PA)<0.91.
It is worth noticing that all results less than 0.91 by this, they do not need more decomposition.
Step 4. Applying a group of FG on the architecture design. This group consist of FGA1, FGA2,
FGA3 and FGMOD2 which influence the architecture directly and the changes can clearly be
observed.Next figures show the architectural design before and after applied FG4Comlexity
approach.
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Figure 7: Displaying the AD before and after applying the FG4Complexity approach

4. CONCLUSION
The Research work approached the complexity of architectures design (AD) in systems based on
multi agents (MAS) by a proposed solution method represented in a set of guidelines. These
guidelines were introduced by extracting the factors affecting the complexity from three major
sides of AD represented in abstraction, modularity and modeling thus, the approach labeled as
"FG4complexity". It discussed the decrease of coupling which usually occurs during the
interactions among agents and supporting the understandability of MAS architectures. The
FG4complexity approach is useful for large systems such as recommendation systems that are
based on MAS to avoid the complexity problems found in the most existing architectures. Thus, it
enhances the quality standards, the reduction of complexity from (AD), and eventually reinforces
the reusability concept.

FUTURE WORK
For future work, other aspects of architecture design will be addressed to attempt to make the
proposed approach more effective. Those aspects may be are represented in the style, design
patterns, documentation and so on. ALSO, we hope to apply the FG4complexity approach on
other larger and more complex systems.
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